In all combustion devices, the flame stability and thermal efficiency are strongly influenced by the fuel and oxidizer mixing processes. In spray combustion (e.g., in gas turbines), mixing is associated with breakup and atomization of dense sprays. It is necessary to view these processes in detail to obtain knowledge vital for improving them. 1 Photography, holography, and x-ray imaging, which have been used for many years in such research, 2, 3 have failed to provide clear views because noise from multiple scattering obscures the signal needed to acquire a useful recording.
In recent years, new methods of separating the signal from the noise have been developed, including pseudo-ballistic photon imaging, [4] [5] [6] [7] in which high-speed optical gates separate ballistic (not scattered) and only-once-scattered, near-ballistic, 'snake' photons from multiply scattered photons. Another problem in imaging spray particles is the wide depth of field needed to bring all of them into focus. Current ballistic imaging systems provide only the shadows of particles without resolving the third dimension. [4] [5] [6] [7] We are combining pseudo-ballistic imaging with digital holography for the first time to resolve the digitally recorded hologram of a dense spray in three dimensions. The hologram is the out-of-focus diffraction pattern of all of the spray particles, which we can reconstruct numerically at different depths throughout the viewed volume. This procedure brings every particle into focus and detects its position. Figure 1 shows the digital holocamera design. The laser output is split into three different beams: the fundamental 1.06 m beam, which is used to open the Kerr gate, a second-harmonic beam to pass through the particle field as an object wave, and another second-harmonic beam that passes around the particle field to act as a reference wave for the hologram. These two waves must be matched precisely at the recording (hologram) plane, with an error much less than the length of the gated pulse (better than 1mm). The gate pulse is adjusted with a delay line to arrive at the Kerr gate just before the holography pulse. The overlap time of these two pulses will determine the effective gating time. When the Kerr gate is open, the object and reference waves pass through and are recorded on the digital camera. 1 Figure 2 shows reconstructed images of crossed 70 mdiameter hairs separated in space by 100mm. They were produced from holograms recorded in the picosecond holocamera through a turbid cell containing a milk emulsion that scattered
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Figure 2. Reconstructed images from digital picosecond holograms with varying gate times imaged through a small-particle-emulsion scattering cell. (a) First 10ps of transmitted light, (b) last 10ps of transmitted light, and (c) all transmitted light.
about 98% of the light from the system. In Figure 2 (a), the delay is set to allow the passage of the front end of the data pulse, which contains ballistic and snake photons, as well as some scattered light that has not had much path length added to it. The reconstructed images of the crossed wires are clear. In Figure 2 (b) the delay is set to allow only the end of the beam, which contains ballistic photons and more scattered light, which has been delayed by the scattering action. The image in Figure 2(b) is clearly degraded and low in contrast. In Figure 2 (c), the gate remains open for the entire pulse (the polarizers P1 and P2 are parallel), allowing all of the data beam, including all the scattered light, to pass. In this case, the intensity of the signal pulse is stronger, and additional neutral density filters were placed in front of the CMOS camera. This image has higher contrast than image 2(b), in which scattered light is favored, but is clearly inferior to image 2(a), in which noise has been gated out. 1 On the basis of the foregoing research and experimental demonstrations, we conclude that a picosecond-gated, digital holocamera can become an extremely powerful diagnostics tool for studying the mechanics of dense sprays. 1 The results demonstrated here show that a combination of ballistic imaging and digital holography is a promising method for imaging 3D structures through turbid media. In the next step of our research, we will use shorter laser pulse durations, which will be close to the relaxation time of our Kerr cell (1.8ps), to achieve the optimal noise filtering possible with this technology. We will then investigate the applicability of high-resolution 3D imaging of spray particles. 
